
10 bedroom Townhouse for sale in Alcalali
Reference: 659269

€450,000
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Key Features

10 bedrooms
1 bathrooms
748 m2 build
0 m2 plot
Swimming Pool: No

Description
Extensive town house with business possibilities, for sale in Alcalalí. This extra large, traditional townhouse is

possibly the largest town house in the medieval, Spanish pueblo of Alcalalí. It has a build of 748m2 and is distributed

over 3 floors. The property has, in recent years, had an comprehensive reform, including concrete beams to the roof. It

remains, for the buyer with vision, to complete the renovation to suit a multitude of possibilities. This exciting prospect

boasts some exceptional, original features, which could be retained to give this house a stunning interior design. The

property has a terrace which is a valuable feature, not least of all, because it allows natural light into the
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interior.Furthermore, to the rear of the house, there is a piece of land, currently blocked off, which could be integrated

to the property as great outdoor space with lovely views. The potential with this fabulous townhouse, is endless. It

could be an expansive family home, a house with separated accomodation for extended family, or to produce rental

income, an exclusive, boutique hotel, even a care home. There is also the possibility to extend even further. The

townhouse next door is also for sale. With a further 5 bedrooms, this increases the size of the property to make a very

interesting prospect. These two townhouses were historically, one vast residence, and they could easily be converted

back to the original build. Click on the link to browse and make an appointment to view both.  reference number 1409 
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